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Protests arise in Russia after arrest of Alexei Navalny 
by Esther Sun
Editor-in-Chief

From its western capital of Moscow to Siberia’s chilly Novosi-
birsk, massive protests erupted on streets across Russia on Jan. 
23 and Jan. 31 in response to the jailing of prominent dissident 
Alexei Navalny, forming the nation’s largest demonstration 
against government corruption in years. Soon after, on Feb. 2, 
a Russian court tried and sentenced Navalny to two years and 
eight months in prison.

“I do not want my grandchildren to live in such a country,” 
55-year-old Vyacheslav Vorobyov told the Associated Press at a 
protest in the city of Yekaterinburg, which lies near the Ural 

Mountains in central Russia. “I want them to live in a free country.” 
In a similar spirit of political upset, thousands of protestors in over 
180 cities across Russia chanted “Putin, resign!” and “Putin, thief!”

In many cities, police stuffed protestors into small vans, used tasers 
on them, forced them to lie facedown in the snow, and committed 
other acts of brutality whose photographic and video documentation 
has drawn attention globally. Police made over 2,600 total arrests.

As Russia’s main opposition leader to the current government, 
Navalny has long been a vocal critic of Putin and an avid anti-corruption 
activist. Navalny spent the past several months in Germany receiving 
medical treatment for his poisoning with the Soviet-era nerve agent 
Novichok, which he credits to Russian intelligence and Putin as a 
failed assassination attempt. He flew back to Russia upon recovery, as 
he had publicly vowed, even though Russian officials made it clear he 
would face arrest. 

Moscow police made good on their promise and arrested Navalny at 
the airport upon his arrival. The arrest did not deter Navalny’s team from 
releasing a documentary with drone footage and detailed CGI of what 
they allege to be “Putin’s palace” — an extravagant estate built by the 
Black Sea and funded by taxpayer money. The video, which garnered 
over 100 million views on Youtube, served as a powerful instigator of 
public outrage in the protests. Putin has denied ownership of the palace.

Days after the most recent protest, a Moscow court charged Navalny 
for violating his parole while recovering from the poisoning in Germany 
— a claim Navalny repudiated in his trial before ridiculing the Russian 
president directly as “Vladimir the Poisoner of Underpants.” Among 

other claims, prosecutors alleged that Navalny failed to adequately 
inform parole officers of his whereabouts during his coma. Police 
detained over 350 of Navalny’s supporters who had rallied outside 
the courthouse during his trial.

In response to the court’s verdict, Western governments, 
including those of the US, France, Germany, and the UK quickly 
released statements condemning Navalny’s arrest and calling for his 
immediate release. The European Court of Human Rights denounced 
the conviction as politically motivated, calling it “arbitrary and 
manifestly unreasonable.” Navalny’s lawyers announced that they 
will appeal the ruling.
(Sources: CNN, NBC, The New Yorker, Associated Press, NY Times, 
The Oregonian)

China stops fake vaccines Terrorists attack Somalia 
by Sidney Bricker
Media Production Editor

The Chinese government arrested over 80 sus-
pects connected to a crime ring that manufactured 
and sold counterfeit vaccines, which originated late 
last year. The Chinese police reported that the group 
sold more than 3,000 fake vaccines. According to 
China’s state-run news agency Xinhua, the arrests 
occurred in multiple locations across China, includ-
ing Beijing, Jiangsu, and Shandong. Authorities say 
that the chief suspect, with the surname Kong, ran 
the operation, which arose in September of 2020. 
The crime ring put a saline solution into vials which 
they labeled and sold as COVID-19 vaccinations. 
Police continue to urge citizens to ensure that they 
receive their vaccinations through “the regular 
channels,’’ to avoid receiving a counterfeit.  

Demand for vaccines is high, and China has not 
indicated that it plans to vaccinate all citizens. 
So far, China has vaccinated a group of 24 million 
people, mostly made up of essential workers. This 
puts China about 26 million people short of its goal 
to vaccinate 50 million people by the Lunar New 
Year on Feb. 12. In late 2020, after an industry 
of people reselling vaccines for up to 1500 dollars 

arose, China’s Ministry of Public Security worked 
hard to suppress crimes related to vaccines. 
According to Japan Times, “Since the virus emerged 
in 2019, China has charged thousands of people 
with crimes related to the pandemic, including 
spreading “rumors,” concealing an infection, and 
not complying with guidelines.”

China has a history of vaccine scandals. In 
2016, Chinese police arrested the two leaders of a 
ring that sold inappropriately stored vaccines to 
millions of citizens throughout the country. In 
2018, the leading vaccine manufacturer in China, 
Changsheng Bio-Technology, paid 1.3 billion 
dollars in fines after authorities revealed their 
vaccines to be substandard. After the incidents 
in 2016 and 2018, confidence in vaccines among 
Chinese citizens dropped drastically. However, 
due to the heightened need for vaccination in 
the pandemic, trust in vaccines skyrocketed in 
China. Since the government’s authorization of 
the Sinopharm vaccine for general use in December 
2020, authorities reassured the public that it is safe 
and effective. However, they have yet to provide 
scientific evidence to prove this conclusion. A poll 
by Caixin, a Chinese business magazine, reports 
that 74 percent of respondents would be willing 
to receive a vaccine if one was available.  
(Sources: WaPo, Japan Times, ABC, NY Times)

by Senji Torrey
Media Production Editor

On Jan. 31, the Afrik Hotel, located in Somalia’s 
capital Mogadishu, was rocked by a car bomb that 
killed five civilians and four attackers and injured 
an additional ten.

Somalian officials reported that at 5:00 PM 
local time, a manually-detonated suicide car bomb 
went off at the Afrik Hotel checkpoint center, 
which protects the high-end hotel. Shortly after, 
Al-Shabaab, a notorious East African terrorist 
group, claimed responsibility for the attack via 
the radio station Al Andalus, saying “A martyrdom 
operation by the mujahideen goes on at Hotel 
Afrik, which is a cover-up for officials from the 
apostate government.”

Many have deduced that there were specific 
targets in this attack, including top military 
officials like retired general Mohamed Nur Galaal, 
who died in the incursion. However, there is no 
hard evidence that points to a specific individual 
being singled-out.  

Shortly after the attack, James Swan, Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General for Soma-

lia, issued a statement at the United Nations con-
demning the terrorist’s actions: “We are appalled 
by this reprehensible and senseless attack on 
a venue frequented by innocent civilians, and 
condemn it in the strongest terms.” The UN also 
released a statement to express its condolences 
to the families who experienced casualties in 
the attack.

The UN previously stationed peacekeeping 
troops in Somalia to protect the country from ter-
rorist groups. In addition to the UN troops, African 
Union peacekeeping troops are also stationed in 
Somalia. U.S. troops are also stationed in Somalia, 
but former President Donald Trump had ordered a 
withdrawal starting in December 2020

Al-Shabaab has a history of targeting Somalia. 
In November 2018, Al-Shabaab claimed responsi-
bility for a triple car bombing near another hotel 
in Mogadishu, which caused over 150 casualties. 
More recently, in December 2020, a truck bombing 
just outside of the capital claimed 85 lives, two of 
whom were foreign Turkish visitors.

Unfortunately for Somalia, this attack at the 
Afrik was not the only tragedy that happened 
that weekend. Just a day later, in the central 
city Dhusamareb, an estimated ten mortar shell 
explosions went off. These detonations killed 
eight children and caused 11 more serious injuries. 
This attack was most likely due to the arrival of 
Somali president Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed 
and Prime Minister Mohamed Hussein Roble, who 
were attending a major conference to discuss the 
country’s upcoming elections.

Roble commented on the weekend’s attacks, 
stating in a tweet that “This attack is yet another 
reminder of the savage enemy we face. We must 
unite against terror.”
(Sources: CNN, UN News, Reuters, Anadolu Agency, 
Al Jazeera)

Biden ends US’s support of Saudi-led war in Yemen
by Maddie Dewhirst
National/World Editor

President Joe Biden announced on Feb. 4 that the U.S. would 
no longer support the Saudi-led war in Yemen, marking a shift in 
U.S. policy more oriented towards diplomacy for the Houthi rebels.

In his speech to the state department, Biden remarked, “We are 
ending all American support for offensive operations in the war 
in Yemen, including relevant arms sales.” However, America will 
still have a military presence in the region focused on combatting 
terrorism and “[helping] Saudi Arabia defend its sovereignty and 
its territorial integrity and its people.” 

The conflict in Yemen began as a civil war in 2014 when Houthi 
insurgents — part of the movement formally known as Ansar Allah 
— took control of Sana’a, Yemen’s capital, and eventually forced the 
president to resign. The Obama administration began supporting the 
Saudi-led coalition fighting the Houthi insurgents in 2015, providing 
them with intelligence and weaponry, with the aim of restoring the 
previous government to power. Today, Houthi rebels, who are backed 
by Iran, control about 80 percent of Yemen’s territory. 

According to a United Nations report from December, “the war had 
already caused an estimated 233,000 deaths, including 131,000 from 
indirect causes such as lack of food, health services and infrastructure.” 
Over 3,000 children have died as a direct result of the conflict, while 
disease and malnutrition have killed thousands more. Both sides of 
the conflict have violated international humanitarian laws. 

As the situation in Yemen became more of a quagmire and the 
humanitarian cost grew steeper, people grew wearier of the war. Ben 
Rhodes, a former deputy national security adviser to Obama, wrote 
in a 2018 Atlantic article, “In hindsight, we were wrong to think 
that cautious and at times conditional support for the war in Yemen 
would influence Saudi and Emirati policy, or help shape the actions of 
[Mohammed bin Salman], particularly given the turn American politics 
took with the 2016 election.” 

In the 11th hour of the Trump administration, the former President 
designated the Houthi rebels as a Foreign Terrorist Organisation, a move 
that many criticized for crippling humanitarian efforts in a nation 

where 16 million people are food insecure. Trump also sought to 
sell 23 billion dollars in advanced weaponry to Saudi Arabia, many 
of which undoubtedly would have led to casualties in Yemen.

According to a Biden White House spokesperson, “there is 
no military solution to the war in Yemen.” In his speech, Biden 
urged for an increase of humanitarian aid, the implementation of 
a ceasefire, and for peace talks to restart. Biden appointed Tim 
Lenderking, a career foreign service member who has served in 
several middle eastern countries, as the U.S. Special Envoy to 
Yemen in an effort to reach a diplomatic solution.  

While many see Biden’s move to end military support in the 
region as progress, experts agree that there is still a long way to 
go for the people living in Yemen to see peace. 
(Sources: NY Times, Vox, Associated Press, NBC News)

FIGHT BACK: Citizens gather on the streets to protest the arrest of Navalny.

LOCKED UP: Police forces made thousands of arrests during the protests.
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IN THE RUBBLE: Many houses have been left in ruins as a result of the war.

PEACE TALK: Biden delivers a speech about ending support for the war.  
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SAVING LIVES: A doctor gets ready to deliver the vaccine. 
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LENDING A HAND: Previous attacks brought in US troops. 
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TESTING TIME: A man gets COVID tested outside of China. 
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